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ABSTRACT
“Colorimetric Determination of Somatic Cell Count (SCC)
using a Small In-line Instrument:
Progress Report”
Prepared by:
Luisnel Cuello, Electrical Engineering
Harold Edwards, Mechanical Engineering
Kelvin Johnson, Mechanical Engineering
Tobias N. Nteireho, Electrical Engineering
Leukocytes are somatic (non-reproductive) cells formed as defenses by an
organism in response to infections. Since higher cell counts are associated with poorer
quality milk and possibly mistreated cows, they are a food safety concern and are thus
regulated by government agencies around the world. The somatic cell count for Grade A
milk is defined by the USDA as being 750,000cells/ml. The upper limit for the EU is
400,000/ml. A farm with a cell count of 200,000 or below will typically be more
profitable. Bovine Mastitis, an inflammation of the udder is highly correlated with
elevated somatic cell counts in milk. The treatment cost and reduction in production is
responsible for causing the dairy industry to lose more than $1.8billion every year. In its
early stages, sub-clinical mastitis, the disease shows no obvious signs. This project aims
to create an accurate, inexpensive measuring device that can be used on-site with little
training or maintenance. This will be a low cost alternative to more inexpensive but
qualitative tests and to highly quantitative but extremely expensive tests.
Developed to date is experimental verification of the instrumentation method, a
rudimentary software client, a rudimentary software control system, a finalized electrical
control system design, and a finalized flow cell design.
Keywords: somatic cell count, milk, bovine mastitis, milk
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INTRODUCTION
Problem Background
Milk is a complex fluid nutrient source composed primarily of water, sugar,
protein, fat, minerals, enzymes, and cells. Through pasteurization, milk is processed to
reduce the cell count in order to reduce likelihood of disease and increase shelf life. The
number and type of microorganisms present in raw milk are a function of the cow’s
health. The primary indicator of udder health is the bovine somatic cell count.
Somatic cells are broadly defined as cells that an organism does not use for
reproduction such as sperm and ova. In the context of the dairy industry, the cells of
focus are leukocytes- white blood cells. When an infection is present these cell count will
rise in an effort to destroy the invading body and repair damage. This infection may
develop into an inflammation of the udder called Mastitis. The severity of this disease
can be seen in Figure 1. If there are no signs of inflammation then the Mastitis is subclinical. If there are signs, it is clinical Mastitis. This natural response has two major
implications for the dairy farmer: reduced milk production due to stress and lower quality
milk due to the enzymes remaining after the bacteria is destroyed.

Figure 1: Cow udder infected with mastitis

Cell count is regulated to protect the consumer. The upper limit for bovine
somatic cell count is set by the United States Department of Agriculture to be 750,000
cells/ml in the US and 400,000cells/ml by the European commission in EU nations. Dairy
farmers receive bonuses for milk with lower cell counts, but may be investigated for
counts over the legal limits.
In the US, the dairy industry loses 1.8billion/year due to treatment of mastitis and
reduced production. Both forms of mastitis are communicable between cows through
environmental interaction, or by human transfer during milking. A cow infected with
Mastitis has an average decrease in milk production of $1600 per year. Early detection of
the disease is the key to treating and preventing the spread of the infection, and therefore,
it would be beneficial to dairy farmers to have an on-site method of testing their cows for
elevated SCC counts. It is estimated that for every clinical case of mastitis, there will be
between 15 and 40 cases of sub-clinical Mastitis (Welcome).
There are 4 popular methods of detection:
1. Lab testing which is expensive and may take weeks for results,
2. California Mastitis Test (CMT) which is inexpensive and fast but not
accurate,
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3. The Delaval cell counter, which is accurate but expensive, not portable,
and not quick,
4. the Portascience PortaSCC which is inexpensive and portable but not
quick.
Portascience has developed an optical method for counting somatic cells. This
was the subject of the 2006 MEM26 design project. MEM26 demonstrated that cells
could be counted quickly but was unable to achieve a high level of accuracy.
Problem Statement
There are currently no devices or methods to accurately and inexpensively
measure bovine somatic cell count on the order of seconds. There is no device which is
both handheld and accurate with respect to a lab test. There are no devices which can be
easily configured to test continuously in an inline fashion.
The goal of this project is to develop a device that can count the somatic cells in a
sample of milk with high correlation to lab equipment.
Constraints on the Solution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Final Product must not exceed the size of current prototype.
o No larger than 22cm x 22cm x 17cm
o Must be portable, weigh less than 4.1 kg.
Run at least 300 tests consecutively without clogging or buildup.
Integrate current optical detection system created by PortaScience.
Run on rechargeable battery.
Have internal reservoirs to hold dye substrate, buffer solution, and washing
fluid for 300 tests.
Must be completed by April.
Simple to operate
o Simply turn on button and add sampled milk.
Track somatic cell count data for 150 cows.
Must have results in about a minute as was achieved by prototype.
Must keep samples and pluming clean, as was achieved by prototype.
Must be durable to survive farm conditions.
Must be low powered.
o Few moving parts.
o Battery operated.
Must be environmentally friendly
Detect from 0 to 2 Million cells/ml +/-5000cells

STATEMENT OF WORK
Method of Solution
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This system is composed of primarily electrical, electronic, software, and
mechanical engineering.
FlowCell
The Flow Cell was modified as seen in Figure XXX to accommodate the new
optics design. It is comprised of two major parts: the LED Chamber and the Mixing
Chamber. The LED Chamber houses the optics system. In order to enclose the larger
LEDs, the overall dimensions had to be increased to allow the emitted light to travel
approximately 5cm, as seen in the figure. The sides of the LED chamber are
symmetrically chamfered in order for the LEDs to be 45° from the horizontal.

Figure 2. The New LED Chamber Design

Figure 3. Inside LED Chamber

Figure 4. Inside Mixing Chamber
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Total
Time
(s)

Milk
Sample

Dye

Buffer

Waste

Amount (µL)

150

120

150

420

Cleaning
(2 rinses)
1000

Time (sec) @ 3.3 mL/min

2.73

2.18

2.73

7.63

18.2

33.47

Time (sec) @ 13 mL/min

0.692

0.554

0.692

1.94

4.61

8.488

Pump:3.3-13 mL/min

Table 1. Pump Runtimes for various solutions.

The Mixing Chamber, outside of the LED Chamber, is used to avoid the bubble
interference seen by the optics during the mixing process. From Table XXX, there is a
minimum of 420µL for the optics measurements. The chamber has a volume of 500µL to
accommodate for the solution volume and tubing for the aeration process. After the
mixing process, the solution runs through a tube (shown in Figure XXX) to the waste
tank. During this process, the optical readings are taken. Tubing with 0.47m is sufficient
to permit at least 420uL for the optics measurements.
The material of both components is Polyethlene Terephtalate Glycol (PETG). It
is a thermoplastic polymer resin of the polyester family typically used in synthetic fibers,
beverage, food and other liquid containers, thermoforming applications, and engineering
resins. This copolyester material will provide high impact resistance, and it is easy to
thermoform and die-cut. PETG is an economical alternative to polycarbonate.
Tensile
Strength,
psi
PETG

7300-7700

Impact
Strength,
ft-lbs/in
1.7-1.9

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion, in/in/◦F
3.8x10^-5

Water
Absorption,
%
0.13-.2

Table 2. PETG Specifications

Optics
The optics is the heart of the sensor system. It consists of a light source, light
detector, and milk and dye solution developed by our sponsor company, PortaScience.
When added to milk, the solution bursts the white blood cells in the milk and creates a
violet dye. The darker the dye, the more white bloods present in the milk. The light
detector reads the amount of light that is reflected off the violet dye from the light source
and converts it into a voltage signal for processing.
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Figure 5. a.) Previous year's optics design. b.) New optics design

Figure 5 shows a comparison of last year’s optics design and the new design. An
optical cable coupler kit was used as a waveguide for the source and reflected light. This
kit was expensive and is unnecessary in the new design. The optics system in the
previous design was unreliable. This was probably due to several factors. First, a
photocell was used to detect the light reflected from the milk solution. From Figure 6
produced by our sponsor company Porta Science, it can be seen that the wavelength that
is reflected back the most is 620nm. The photocell used in the previous design detects a
wide range of wavelengths that could interfere with the measurements. To avoid this, an
LED is used as the detection device instead, because it has narrower wavelength
detection. In fact, the strongest wavelength an LED can detect is the wavelength that it
emits. Therefore, the source and detection LEDs are of the same frequency.

Figure 6. Reflection vs. Wavelength. Experiement performed by PortaScience.

Another factor is that the thickness and material of the glass between the solution
and LED chamber determine the amount of reflection at its boundaries. Figure 7 shows a
two boundary situation. The light wave is incident at angle θi1 at the first boundary. Part
of the wave is reflected back at an angle θr1 while the other part is transmitted through at
angle θt1. The transmitted wave is now the incident wave at the second boundary at an
angle θi2. Again, reflection and transmission occurs with angles θr2 and θt2, respectively.
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Figure 7. Two boundary Reflection Situation.

A wave traveling through a material with a multiple of λ/2 thickness, where λ is
the wavelength of the wave inside the second material, would experience little to no
reflection at the boundaries as it passes through. Therefore, if the glass were a multiple of
λ/2 thickness, the problem would be simplified. This calculation is given in Equation 1

Equation 1. window thickness

In this equation, n is an integer, and εr is the relative permittivity of the glass. For
a borosilicate glass, εr = 5.3. A thickness of 1/8 inches would have n = 0.928 million half
wavelengths from the first boundary to the second boundary.
Finally, the previous design took optic readings during the mixing process. The
mixing was done using bubbles which could have interfered with the readings. To avoid
this problem, a separate chamber was added for mixing. The optics reading is taken at the
tube connecting the mixing chamber to the waste tank during the time it takes the
solution to travel to the waste tank.
An experiment was performed to obtain a range of path lengths of the source light
to the detector LED using the circuit in Figure 8. The source LED input current was
varied from 0mA to 24mA by varying the resistor, R. The source LED positioned at 1cm,
3cm, and 5cm away from the detector LED. The voltage of the detector LED, which
corresponds to the strength of the reflected light, was then measured by a multimeter.
Figure 9 shows a graph of the results. At 1cm distance, the voltage begins to saturate at a
current of 5mA. At 3cm distance, the voltage saturates at a current of 15mA. A 5cm path
length did not saturate within the range and reached a maximum of 0.709V. It can be seen
from the data that a 1cm distance might be too sensitive. A 5cm path length appears to be
the path length needed since it provides the largest range of predictability. However, a
5cm path length might not be sensitive enough. Therefore, a 3cm path length seems to be
a good compromise. Both a 3cm and 5cm path length design will be tested using the dye
solution that will be provided by our sponsor.
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Figure 8. LED distance test set up.

Figure 9. Results of LED distance test.

Power
The Atmega169p is an ultra low power microcontroller that is pin and software
compatible with the now discontinued Atmega169. This series can be set to draw power
in the picowatt range in standby and microwatt range in active mode. The Atmega169p’s
clock frequency is voltage dependent as illustrated in Equation 2 and Equation 3, Table 3.
Voltage control of frequency Atmega169p(v).

Equation 2. Voltage control of frequency Atmega169p(v)

Equation 3. frequency control of voltage Atmega169p(v)

Table 3. Voltage control of frequency Atmega169p(v)

Figure 10. Safe operating areas for Atmega169p(V)
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The lowest voltage the AVR Butterfly development kit will allow is 3.1V. This
will yield 2.8V on the outputs as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12.

Figure 11. Output at port D with Vcc=3.2V

Figure 12. Output at port D with Vcc=3.6V

This voltage level corresponds to a frequency of 8MHz. This operating frequency is far
higher than what is required to operate the entire control sequence in 30 seconds or more.
To conserve power, this frequency can be scaled in software by a factor of 256 allowing
for maximum total chip power consumption in the microwatt range. The Atmega169P(V)
operates at an even lower voltage and current but is not shipped with the Butterfly, so it
has not been tested. It is 100% pin and software compatible, so it can easily be substituted
in the final design.
The external control utilizes asynchronous logic gates. This conserves power as
energy is dissipated only when there is a state change on the pins. Any kind of
synchronous control external to the chip- such as another microcontroller or even using
the extra pins- would require a constant supply of power. The gates are powered by a 5V
source that draws microamps of current while switching.
The microcontroller has 3 sleep modes to conserve power. These are activated in
software when the box is idle for 2min. The Atmega169p also supports disabling of
ADC, USART, USI, timers and I/O.
Total power consumed is below
Voltage, V Current, mA Power, mW QTY, one cycle Total Power one cycle, mW
Chip
3.10
0.05
0.16
1
0.155
NAND Gate
5.00
0.04
0.20
1
0.2
Inverter
5.00
0.04
0.20
1
0.2
Air Valve
6.00
60.00
360.00
2
720
Solenoid Valve
12.00
250.00
3000.00
2
6000
Pump
12.00
150.00
1800.00
1
1800
8520.555
Table 4. Table Power
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Given a total power consumption of 8.5W with an expected runtime of 6hrs, a 12V
battery supplying 3000mAh is required. The 2007 MEM26 team used Lithium pile
batteries from CommonSenseRC that provide 800mAh at 11.1V. The proposed plan by
MEM-29 was to use two Energizer DZ65 rechargeable lithium batteries in series which
provide 1500mAh at 6V. Further research produced the LC543 which provides 14V and
3580mAh- 4 times the power of the proposed configuration.
Control
Digital control implemented on a microprocessor with high input/output pin count
such as the Atmega169P, allows for the most flexible form of control as the entire
sequence can be changed in software. Pin count is, however, finite. To optimize pin usage
and enable the possibility of expansion, an external combinatorial control system has
been developed.
Representing valves and the instrumentation LED as binary states, the control
sequence excluding the pump can be represented as the following timing diagram.
Valve 1
Valve 2
Valve 3
Valve 4
Valve 5
Valve 6
Valve 7
Valve 8
Valve 9
Valve 10
Valve 11
LED

Figure 13. Timing diagram

Figure 13 corresponds to the following matrix.
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Equation 4. Electromechanical state machine of instrumentation process

Equation 4 indicates that there are only 7 linearly independent signals. This allows for the
control sequence to be executed with only 7 pins from the chip and 4 NOT logic gates.
The pump can be represented as a three state device: clockwise, counterclockwise, or off.
Two pins with mutually exclusive signals (never high at the same time) are thus required
to control the pump. An AND gate between pin 1 and the CW line is used to represent
pin 5. Since pin 6 is the inverse of pin 5, 2 more pins can be saved. Bipolar Junction
transistors are used to control the activation of the mechanical components and to bring
the digital logic levels (2.8-5V) to the component rated levels. The final circuits for
controlling valves are below in Figure 14 and Figure 15.

Figure 14. Valve control
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Figure 15. Pump H-Bridge

PC Client
A PC client is being developed to communicate with the device. The implemented
capabilities are the ability to establish an RS232 connection with the box on MS
Windows 2000 and above, and to send commands. What has been developed so far is the
bare minimum required to communicate with the device. A more sophisticated user
interface still needs to be developed. A file format for long term storage has been
established, but not thoroughly tested.
An alternative to writing a client from scratch is to rely on a terminal program
such as telnet to communicate to the box through serial. This was abandoned as it would
require far more complex code for the chip and there is an overall loss in flexibility in
relying on third party communication software.
Box/Protocol
A protocol for communication between the box and personal computer is being
implemented. It was chosen for the ease of identification in a terminal program. The
protocol in its current state only established that a connection between a computer and
instrument box is active, and has not been thoroughly tested as the current development
board recently died. The final goal is to add commands for two way communication such
as uploading data to a PC, and executing the box’s functions from the PC client. This task
depends on the completion of the PC client and onboard software.
Onboard Software
The Atmega169p is one the many architectures supported by the free/open source
avr-libc C-library. This allows for high level language development in the C language.
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Using the WinAVR toolkit, in under 100 lines of original code, the box is able to drive all
the ports in exact sequence. Timing (delays) still needs to be managed. This will be done
experimentally based on the speed of the chemical reactions. A more sophisticated
interface still needs to be developed.
Alternative Solution/Future Work
One LED as Source and Detector
Many ideas were brought up for the design of the light source and light detector
configuration. One of the designs was to use one LED as a source and detector as seen in
Figure 16. This design would cut cost since only one LED is used. Also, the LED
chamber design would become easier to manufacture since there is no need for any
angles. However, at the time, a control program for switching the LEDs on and off for
emission and detection was difficult. The process would have to be timed precisely or
else the LED could miss detection. This design might replace the current LED
configuration since the team has become more familiar with the control scheme and
limits of the microprocessor.

Figure 16. Diagram of a one LED as Source and Detector Design

In-Line System
The primary goal of this project is to integrate a stand alone unit into an in-line
computerized system found in many modern dairy farms, such as our sponsor farm,
Wellacrest Dairy in Mullica Hill, NJ. The system used at this farm was developed by
S.A.E. Afikim. The system utilizes RF readers that read RF ankle tags on the cow as it
moves into its gate to be milked. The farmer cleans the teats of the udder and attaches the
automatic milker. The fresh milk is collected in a small tank that holds 8-10lbs with a
temperature of 90°-102°. After about a minute, the milk flows into a larger tank and
mixed with the other cow’s milk. The best time to take a sample is before the fresh milk
is mixed with the others.
Simply adding a stand alone unit for every gate would be expensive, so full
integration into the system is necessary. A new pumping system would also need to be
developed to allow for up to fifteen samples of milk to travel and be read by the optical
reader in less than three minutes. The new flow cell design is helpful in that it takes the
optical reading as the milk is flowing, cutting down the overall time.
Software integration must also be considered. The Wellacrest Dairy currently uses
Germania-Afifarm V.3.04 to communicate with the S.A.E. Afikim system. The program
tabulates and displays graphs of the amount of activity of each cow and its daily yield and
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conductivity of milk. Attempts to contact Germania and S.A.E. Afikim are being made to
assist the team in the integration process.
Flow system
Although it was initially determined that a system with 1 pump and several valves
is the lightest and most economic solution, further investigation indicates that this may
not be the case. The pumps weigh 235g and cost $63 and while each valve is 89g and
costs $63. A four pump system would weigh roughly 930g and cost $252, while the
current system weighs 770g and costs $443. The pumps use less current and a four pump
configuration would use less power overall as in any given cycle only one mechanical
device would need to be on as opposed to the total of 4 in the current design. This was
discovered only recently and it does not affect the ability of the instrument box to
measure accurately, so it is not a priority.
Temperature control system
The reaction and the sensing equipment are temperature sensitive. The chemical
reaction follows the Arrhenius law which, by rule of thumb, indicates that the rate of the
reaction will double with every 10°C increase in temperature. The semiconductor’s
wavelength will shift based on temperature. Since the conditions in farms change and
even the body temperature of the cow is expected to change, a constant temperature
control system is needed to both speed up reaction and allow for data taken with as few
variables as possible. This could be accomplished with a peltier chip, which would allow
for efficient chilling and heating with the same component.
AC to DC power supply
The instrument box is being designed to run from DC batteries entirely. An AC to
DC power supply must be designed or obtained in order to allow regular outlet power to
be used in the device.
Computational Analysis
As demonstrated in Figure 14 and Equation 4, MATLAB was used to reduce the
number of pins needed to create each signal. Figure 15 and Figure 16 are PSpice
simulations illustrating the feasibility of the electrical switching solution. The voltage
levels on nodes and current in branches are indicated on schematic, demonstrating the
ability to reach appropriate values within small margin of error.
The expected behavior of the dye is decrease reflectance with time with rate of
decrease a function of cell count. In that sense, the device measures reaction rate.
Chemical reactions follow exponential law curves so at least 3 points will need to be
taken. The reaction will occur extremely slowly- hundreds of times slower at best- with
respect to the period of execution of the processor. By Shannon’s Theorem, the signal
will be able to be digitized with high fidelity.
Experimental and Computational Testing and Design Verification
Though the prototype has not been constructed, a methodology for testing is
actively being developed. Each subsystem is in the process of being tested. The
feasibility of the optical detector is demonstrated experimentally in Figure 6, Figure 8,
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and Figure 9. The chip has been characterized experimentally as illustrated in Figure 11
and Figure 12.
Dye samples have been provided so the optical system can be calibrated to
establish the extremes of measurement. This will indicate a general high or low cell
count. This will be taken into account in the software. Milk samples of known cell count
will then be used to further calibrate the system and create a curve that can be used to
interpolate points. Finally, the system will be tested on unknown samples and measured
against other equipment such as the DeLaval SCC or Fossomatic cell counters.
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
PortaScience has a stated target cost for the instrument of $500. As of March 3,
2008, this team has spent $200. The custom PCB can be developed for under $100. The
simpler flow cell will cost an order of magnitude less due to simplicity of design. All
electronic control allows for the most inexpensive way to quickly change the entire
sequence if need be. The target price can be met with a redesign of the flow system, using
more pumps and fewer valves.
TIMELINE/PROJECT MANAGEMENT
11/19/2007

12/3/2007

12/31/2007

1/28/2008

2/25/2008

3/31/2008

Proposal
Proposal
Presentation
Experiments
Ordering Parts
First Prototype
Final Prototype
Final Paper
Final Presentation
Table 5. Timeline

Table . shows the Gantt Chart of Fall Term. The team has been mostly on track except
for developing the first prototype. A first prototype was scheduled to be completed by
the first week of February. The major challenge in completing this task has been coming
together as a team and balancing extracurricular activities, other school work, and senior
design. In the past three weeks, many steps have been achieved to help complete the first
prototype. These steps are shown in Table 6.
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Completed

Due Date

Task

Primary
Engineer

Secondary
Engineer

X

2/6/2008

Design LED geometry

Luis

Tobias

X

2/6/2008

Harold

Kelvin

X

2/8/2008

Luis

Tobias

X

2/8/2008

Kelvin

Harold

X

2/8/2008

Kelvin

Harold

Flow
Cell

X

2/11/2008

Harold

Kelvin

Flow
Cell

X

2/12/2008

Luis

Tobias

Box

X

2/12/2008

Tobias

Luis

X

2/13/2008

Luis

Tobias

Program
Flow
Cell

X

3/17/2008

Kelvin

Harold

Box

X

3/17/2008

Design Flowcell casing
Calculate Thickness of
and material of glass
Find out if Master-Carr
does custom cuts.
Find out if Drexel
Machine shop has glass
cutter machine.
Create a BOM for
flowcell and order all
parts
Provide estimate of
electrical component size
Determine flow
sequence
Obtain dye samples from
PortaScience
Calculate dimensions of
box
Determine material of
box
Create Simulation of Box
on ProE
Create BOM for Box and
purchase parts
Create program control
for flow sequence

Type
Flow
Cell
Flow
Cell
Flow
Cell
Flow
Cell

Kelvin

Harold

Box

Kelvin

Harold

Box

Kelvin

Harold

Box

Tobias

Luis

Program

Tobias

Luis

Program

Luis

Tobias

Electrical

3/31/2008

Program microcontroller
Create Schematic of
System
Test of microcontroller
voltage reader
completed

Luis

Tobias

3/31/2008

Build the Flowcell

Harold

Kelvin

3/31/2008

Test Flowcell

Tobias

Luis

3/31/2008

Modify Flowcell

All

Electrical
Flow
Cell
Flow
Cell
Flow
Cell

3/17/2008
3/17/2008
3/17/2008
X

3/17/2008

X

3/17/2008

Table 6. Task table

SOCIETAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The expense per gallon of milk disbursed by milk packaging companies is
dependent upon the SCC: (e.g. - If the SCC is ≥ 500,000 cells/mL, then the dairy farmer
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is penalized for negligence with the health of his cows. Inversely, if the SCC is ≤ 250,000
cells/mL, then the dairy farmer will receive a bonus. In all cases, the ultimate limit,
legalized by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), is 750,000 cells/mL, and if
reached, the dairy farmer’s operations will be halted and further scrutinized in order to
survey the quality of care and attention given to the cows.
In the research and further development of our device, we have begun to take
inventory of the many parts and components of the design, with consideration of the
societal impact. Some of the many things that we considered were the source of power
and the amount of milk sample, dye substrate, and buffer solution necessary for the
analysis and the clean-up. These considerations were to ensure that our device and its
components are environmentally friendly and ergonomic, fostering a minimal amount of
waste, and comprised of materials that optimize the results while being risk-free. All
components, electrical and mechanical contain no mercury or lead or other toxic
components and are thus RoHS compliant. The batteries are rechargeable, reducing waste
and eliminating disposal concerns. The dye and buffer is water soluble and non-toxic
both alone and mixed together.
CONCLUSION
Early, rapid detection of signs of bovine mastitis will lead to a significant
decrease in losses for the dairy industry. This project will develop a durable
electromechanical system that utilizes the optical properties of milk to develop a reliable,
inexpensive device that can quickly count leukocytes in milk. The device will be easy to
use and handheld but will also be designed with the ability to function in an inline
capacity in order to work as another functional part of the automated farm.
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Appendix
Appendix B: Plumbing System

Figure 17: Basic Design
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Figure 18: First Cycle
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Figure 19: Second Cycle
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Figure 20: Third Cycle
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Figure 21: Fourth Cycle
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Figure 22: Fifth Cycle
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Figure 23: Sixth Cycle
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Figure 24: Seventh Cycle
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Figure 25: Eighth Cycle
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Figure 26: Ninth Cycle
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